i86	WATER  TURBINES
the nozzle of a Pelton wheel, the velocity of efflux is equal to Cv\/2gH ft.
per second, where Cw, the coefficient of velocity, in a well-formed needle
nozzle is approximately 0-99. Writing Vt for V^a^H, the horse-power of
the jet is equal to
550 X  2g
where a is the area of the jet in square feet.   Giving C^ the value 0-99, this
expression equals o-ooijiaV^ h.p.
Let u	= peripheral speed of buckets at pitch circle.
n   V2	= final absolute velocity of water leaving the buckets.
n   ^	= relative velocity of jet and bucket at entrance.
n   2vr	= relative velocity of jet and bucket at discharge.
„   a	= mean angle between jet and tangent at point of contact.
„   y	= total angle of deflection of jet.    (Fig. 22.)
Then the initial velocity of jet in direction of]        T7
/. .	h = Vi cosa.
tangent at point 01 impact	J	-1
The component, parallel to the tangent at dis-O  ___
charge, of final velocity relative to bucket J  ~~ 2 r
/.-Absolute velocity in this direction at discharge = u + $)r cosy.
/. Change of tangential momentum per second per pound
=  - {Vi cosa — u — 2vr cosy}.
8
/ . Work done per pound of water per second
= - {V-L cosa — - u — e>vr cosy} ft. Ib.
8
/. Efficiency = -•— {V-L cosa — u — 2vr cosy}.
£H
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The loss due to friction and eddies in the buckets = l-i— ZU^L. ft. Ib.
per pound, where ^vr =         -L2 + w2 — 2V1z/ cosa.
V 2
The loss due to rejection of kinetic energy in the discharge = -A ft. Ib.
per pound, where V22 = uz + o'zv2 + 2z/2^r cosy.	2^
Tests show that in an average wheel 2vr may be as low as from 0-5 to
0*6 ^vr. In a well-designed bucket, however, having a ratio of bucket width
to jet diameter not less than about 3-3, this ratio approximates to 0-75 or even
0-8. If the angle of deflection were 180°, and if the buckets were frictionless,
the value of the peripheral speed of the wheel for maximum efficiency would
be y! cosa -f- 2, or approximately Vx -f- 2, since a is small. When account
is taken of the loss in the buckets and of the fact that y is less than 180°, the

